Additive genetic architecture underlying a rapidly evolving sexual signaling phenotype in the Hawaiian cricket genus Laupala.
Complex, quantitative traits are often the function of the coordinated action of many physically independent genetic factors. Interactive properties of multilocus genotypes, such as epistasis, are thought to be pervasive components of the genetic architecture of complex phenotypes. Here, we utilize a panel of interspecific backcross introgression lines to evaluate the genetic architecture of song variation, a quantitative sexual signaling phenotype, in the Hawaiian swordtail cricket genus Laupala. Allelic effects across five quantitative trait loci are consistent with a purely additive model of gene action, where alleles at multiple loci are found to have fully independent and discrete effects with respect to the sexual signaling phenotype. Whereas a more complex genetic architecture featuring non-additive dominance and epistasis components may constrain potential evolutionary trajectories and reduce the rate of evolutionary change, the polygenic, additive genetic architecture observed for sexual signaling in Laupala should respond rapidly to directional selection pressures and freely move throughout phenotypic space. This classic type I genetic architecture may facilitate the explosive radiation of song variation observed across the Laupala genus.